
KD-52F 
FLOORSTANDING SPEAKER

FREQUENCY RESPONSE 42Hz - 26kHz

SENSITIVITY 90dB (2.83V @ 1m)

POWER HANDLING (CONT/PEAK) 100W / 200W

NOMINAL IMPEDANCE 8 Ohm

HIGH FREQUENCY DRIVER 25mm (1”) Dhorm Tweeter

LOW FREQUENCY DRIVER 2 x 127mm (5”) Polyfiber Woofers

CROSSOVER 2kHz

ENCLOSURE MATERIAL MDF

ENCLOSURE TYPE Bass Reflex via Front Firing Slot Port

INPUTS Single Binding Posts

FINISH Black

DIMENSIONS (HXWXD) 915mm x 191mm x 252mm
36.02” x 7.52” x 9.92”

WEIGHT 26 lb (11.8 kg)

ROOM FILLING THEATER SOUND
Delivering an incredible sound experience in an elegant package, the KD Series 
speakers provide soaring highs and booming lows while complementing your 
home décor. We put 75 years of acoustic technology into our award-winning 
home theater systems to give you an intense, cinematic experience every time 
you watch a movie or listen to music. 

HIGH EFFICIENCY, LOW DISTORTION
Klipsch speakers are highly efficient and designed to produce more output using 
less energy. The detailed, accurate sound provides hours of listening pleasure. 

DHORM TWEETER TECHNOLOGY
This unique Dhorm tweeter combines the benefits of a horn and dome design. 
What you get is smooth high frequency response, wide dynamic range and 
low distortion. To provide greater reliability and power handling capability, 
the tweeter uses a unique cooling system, giving you increased output, power 
handling and dynamic range. 

SLEEK, CONTEMPORARY APPEARANCE
Stylish aesthetic with absolute durability that results in a seamless integration 
into any décor. The high-quality cabinet using the same design methods are our 
professional movie theater speakers, reducing vibration for a crisp, clear sound. 

DESIGNED AND ENGINEERED IN THE USA
Every new speaker that has the Klipsch logo bestowed upon it is designed and 
engineered with pride at our worldwide headquarters in Indianapolis. The team of 
engineers put their heart and soul into each and every Klipsch product, whether 
it be the smallest in-ear headphone or the biggest floorstanding speaker.
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